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*The collective fuel consumption values of all models named and available on the German market can be 
found in the list provided at the end of this MediaInfo. 
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Audi installs used lithium-ion batteries in factory 
vehicles  
 
 The brand applies used batteries from electric cars in its own production plant  
 Testing of second-use concept at the Ingolstadt site  
 
Ingolstadt, March 6, 2019 – A second life for batteries from electric cars: Audi is testing 
factory vehicles powered by used lithium-ion batteries at its main plant in Ingolstadt. Like all 
automobile manufacturers, Audi is obliged by law to take back energy carriers after they have 
been used in cars. Because they still have a large proportion of their original charging 
capacity, an interdisciplinary project team is now investigating how batteries from 
Audi e-tron* test vehicles, for example, or from hybrid models such as the Audi A3 e-tron 
and Audi Q7 e-tron, can continue to be used sensibly. A number of other advantages have 
already become apparent during the test phase.  
 
Factory vehicles in Audi’s production plants such as fork-lift trucks and tow tractors have so far 
been powered by lead-acid batteries. When the batteries are empty, employees remove the 
battery packs weighing up to two tons from the vehicles and connect them to a charging station 
for several hours. However, lithium-ion batteries can be charged directly where the vehicles are 
parked during normal downtimes, in breaks between shifts for example. This saves space and 
also eliminates the high manual effort required to replace the batteries. Audi would save 
millions if it converted its entire fleet of factory vehicles to lithium-ion batteries at its 
16 production sites worldwide.  
 
“Every lithium-ion battery represents high energy consumption and valuable resources that 
must be used in the best possible way,” says Peter Kössler, Member of the Board of 
Management for Production and Logistics at AUDI AG. “For us, a sustainable electric-mobility 
strategy also includes a sensible second-use concept for energy carriers.” The remaining 
charging capacity of a lithium-ion battery after use in a car is more than sufficient for the 
requirements of the transport vehicles. Their driving characteristics actually improve 
considerably as a result of this use: They can keep their speed constant even on ramps – factory 
vehicles powered by lead-acid batteries cannot do that. In addition, regular charging during 
breaks prevents downtimes during working hours.  
 
The battery of an Audi e-tron for example consists of 36 individual battery modules and is 
located under the car’s passenger cell between the axles in the form of a flat, wide block. After 
batteries are taken back, the project team checks each individual module for its continued 
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usability. They then install 24 modules in each new battery tray. This has the same dimensions 
and weight as the previous lead-acid batteries of the factory vehicles, so the company can 
continue to use all of those vehicles without any major investments. In the future, specialized 
employees could take over the assembly of the second-use batteries in the company’s own 
battery center.  
 
The project team from the areas of production, logistics and development has been working on 
this second use of used battery modules for about two years. After the first tests were 
successful, they are now testing the first converted factory vehicles in everyday production. This 
pioneering project is one of many that demonstrate Audi’s commitment to the sensible and 
efficient further use of batteries from electric cars. It is also conceivable that used battery 
modules could be used in mobile charging containers for electric vehicles or in stationary energy-
storage systems. Audi is also developing recycling concepts: At the end of the battery lifecycle, 
valuable elements from them are to flow into new products and will thus continue to be used.  
 
– End –  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fuel consumption Audi e-tron:  
Combined electrical consumption in kWh/100 km: 26.2–22.6 (WLTP); 24.6 – 23.7 (NEDC); 
Combined CO2 emissions in g/km: 0 
 
 
*Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions figures given in ranges depend on the tires/wheels used and 
depending on the equipment selected. Further information on official fuel consumption figures and the 
official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars can be found in the “Guide on the fuel economy, CO2 
emissions and power consumption of all new passenger car models,” which is available free of charge at all 
sales dealerships and from DAT Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 
Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, Germany (www.dat.de). 
 
 
 

The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers 
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets worldwide 
and produces at 18 locations in 13 countries. 100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include Audi Sport GmbH 
(Neckarsulm), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy) and Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A. 
(Bologna, Italy).  
 
In 2018, the Audi Group delivered to customers about 1.812 million automobiles of the Audi brand, 5,750 
sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and 53,004 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the 2017 fiscal year, 
AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €60.1 billion and an operating profit of €5.1 billion. At present, 
approximately 90,000 people work for the company all over the world, more than 60,000 of them in 
Germany. Audi focuses on sustainable products and technologies for the future of mobility.  
 


